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Abstract: Call an abtlian group separable if each finite subset is contained in a completely decomposable direct
summand. We characterise mixed separable groups in terms of
their torsion and torsion-free parts and a regularity condition on the embaddin* tt the torsion part. We investigate
this regularity condition In some detail and generalize to
the mixed case raaulte known in the torsion and torsion-free
eases.
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All groups considered in this paper are additively written abelian groups. Such a group is said to be of rank one
if it is isomorphic either to a subgroup of the rationals or
to a subgroup of a quasi-cyclic group ZCp*0 ) for some prime
p. We call a group completely decomposable if*it is a direct
sum of rank one subgroups. Although the term had previously
been applied only to torsion-free groups, Fuchs C13 suggested that an arbitrary abelian group G be called separable if
each finite subset of G can be embedded in a completely decomposable direct summand of G. It is easily seen that a
group is separable if and only if its reduced part is sepa-
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rable and that a reduced toraion group Q is separable if and
«o
only if the subgroup f\ nG is trivial. Hence, the theory of
separable torsion groups is es9entially coextensive with that
of primary groups without elements of infinite height. Although torsion-free and torsion separable groups have received
considerable' attention, the mixed case has apparently not been
dealt with heretofore. This is somewhat surprising since aa we
shall see the basic results on mixed separable groups are not
difficult to obtain. Indeed we shall advance the theory of separable mixed groups to roughly the same state enjoyed by the
torsion and torsion-free cased. It must be admitted, however,
that thta state is not altogether satisfactory. For example,
apart from some isolated result3 for homogeneous groups, not
a great deal is known about the structure of separable torsionfree groups beyond the facts that their direct summandd are
once again aeparable and that the countable onee are completely decomposable.

1. Separable groups.

The maximal toraion subgroup of Q

will be denoted aa tQ. Recall that Q is said to be mixed if
O-afetG^G and we aay that G split9 if tG i3 a direct summand
of G. The following simple lemma is of frequent use.
I^mma 1.1,

Supoae that tQ ia 9eparable. Mien the mixed

group Q ia separable if and only if for each finite subset X
of G there is a torsion-free, completely decomposable direct
3ummand H of G such that X & t G + ff.
.Proof. The neces3ity of the condition follows from the
observation that every completely decompoaable group eplits.
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Suppose X « -ix^, ...,-^1 and G = H © K where H satiafies the
conditions of the lemma. Bien we can write x^ = t-, + h. where
^ e tG and h^e H for i = l f 2 f ... f n. Since tG is separable, it
contains a finite rank summand A which contains {t-, f...,t J.
How t G £ K since H is torsion-free and A is neces3arily a di-*
rect summand of K-bounded pure subgroup3

are direct summands.

Thus A © H is a completely decomposable direct summand 6f G
which contains X.
In order to see that there is genuinely something new in
the theory of mixed separable groups, we shall now establish a
result which .leads to the existence of separable groups which
do not split.
Proposition 1.2.

If tG is separable and if G/tG is an

-fc-,-free separable group, then G is separable.
'Proof.

Let X ={x 1 ,...,x n ^ be a finite subset of G. Sin-

ce G/tG is separable, we have a direct decomposition G/tG =
= A/tG © B/tG where A/tG has finite rank and contains each of
the cosets x-,+tGf. ..,x +tG. But A/tG is a free group since it
is countable and G/tG is ^-.-free. Thus we have a direct decomposition; A = tG © H which yields G = H © B. The separability of G then follows from Lemma 1.1,
Corollary 1.3.

Ihere exist mixed separable groups which

do not split.
Proof.

Let P be the product of countably many copies of

the integers. Then a construction by Griffith 1,33 yields a group
G such that tG is a direct sum of cyclic groups, G/tG----P and
every torsion-free subgroup of G is free. Since P is

.yu-free

and separable, but not a free group, the group G has the desi-
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red property.
We ahall see below, however, that a separable group G
with G/tG countable does split. Now since a direct decomposition of G induces a decomposition of tG and of G/tG, it is easily seen that if G is separable, then both tG and G/tG ar*
separable. The converse, of course, fails. For example, if
G/tG is of rank one and if G is separable, then it is obvious
from 1.1 that G must aplit. But there exist non-splitting
groups G such that G/tg-»Q and tG is a direct sum of cyclic
groups. We shall see, though, that if the embedding of tG in
G is sufficiently nice, then G will be separable provided tG
and G/tG are.
We let h^(x) denote the height in G of x at the prime p,
that is, h^(x) = oC if oo is the first ordinal such that x <£
4p o C + 1 G and hg(x) = oo if x e P°°G for all ordinals oO . With
each x c G we associate its characteristic

?£Q(X)

a

. •., oo^, •..) where oc^ is the height of x at the i

(^to^,
prime •

We shall say that the maximal torsion subgroup tG is balanced
in G provided each coset x+tG contains an element a such that
H G / tG (x-vtG) » ^ Q ^ S ) -

In

t*-e second half of thisT paper we

shall look at this concept in greater detail, but for the •©ment we require only the crucial fact that G will split provided tG is balanced in G and G/tG is completely decomposable
E73. In the case when tG is separable, this was already known
to Iyapin C43.
Iheorem 1.4. The mixed group G is separable if and only
both tG and G/tG are separable and tG is balanced in G.
Proof. Suppose tG is balanced in G and that both tG and
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G/tQ are separable. Let X = i x-^,. •• ,xn$ be any finite subset of G. As in the proof of Proposition 1.2, we have a direct decomposition G/tff = A/tGff)B/tQ with A/tG a completely
decomposable group containing x+tG,...,xn+tG.Then tA=tG is balanced in A and hence A=tG£>H by Lyapin's the or em. The desired conclusion follows from Lemma 1.1 since now G = H © B and X & t G + H.
Conversely, suppose G is separable and consider any coset x+tG. Then we have a direct decomposition G = A (B B © K
where A is a finite rank torsion-free subgroup and B is a finite rank torsion subgroup such that x is contained in A © B .
Write x = a + b where a e A and b c B and observe that a 6. x +
+ tG. Since A + tG/tG is a direct summand of G/tG, the characteristic of x,+ tG as computed in A + tG/tG is the same as
when computed in G/tG. Moreover, since x + tG = a + tG is the
image of a under the canonical isomorphism of A onto A +
+ tG/tG, we conclude that -£g(a) = qr,^(a) * ^G/tG^ x + t C ^

as

desired.
Corollary 1.5.

If G is a separable mixed group with G/tG

countable, then G splits.
Proof.

A countable, separable torsion-free group is com-

pletely decomposable CI, Theorem 87.13•
Since a countable primary group without elements of infinite height is necessarily a direct sum of cyclic groups,
we have
Corollary 1.6.

A countable separable group is complete-

ly decomposable •
We conclude this section by showing that direct summands
of separable groups are themselves separable groups. For
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torsion groups this is quite trivial; whereas the difficult torsion-free case has been handled by Fuchs C2l. !Ihe^
9e epecial caaee coupled with our Theorem 1.4 yield the general reault rather eaaily.
Theorem 1.7*

If H is a direct summand of the separab-

le group G, then H is separable.
Proof.

Write Q - H © K .

Since tH is a direct summand

of tG and H/tH is isomorphic to a direct summand of G/tG,
it suffices to verify that tH is a oalanced subgroup of H.
Suppose X & H . Since tG is balanced in G, there ia an me x +
+ tG such that ^ Q (a) = ^Q/ t Q (x+tG). Notice first that
^G/t(-j(x+tG) = ^H/tH^ x + t H ^

since H +

tO/tG is a direct sum-

mand of G/tG and x + tG is the image of x + tH under the canonical isomorphism of H/tH onto H + tG/tG. Now write a =
= h+k = x+t where h e H , k e K and t e t G . Since tG = tH © tK,
k t t K and hence h e x + tG. .Thus he x + tH and hg/^(x+tH) •
= hg(a) = min4hP(h),hP(k)}£hg(h) = h|(h)-4 h|/ tH Cx+tH) for
all primes p, that is, ^CH(h) = ^ H / t H ^ x + t H ) .

2. Balanced torsion aubgroups.

We introduce an equiva-

lence relation on sequences of ordinals and symbol3 oo as
follow3 : ( oO^,..., o6n,.. .)~j{

p^,..., f3n,...) if and only if

<jCn4-/3n for at moat finitely many valuea of n and oCn =

I3n

when either ia infinite. The equivalence class determined by
^ G ( x ) is called the type of x when G is torsion-free and G
is said to be homogeneous provided all of its nonzero elements have the same type. fl:he Ulm matrix U Q ( X ) is a more
sensitive indicator than >£Q(X) for describing how x is em-
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bedded in G. It is defined as the doubly infinite matrix
having as its i

row the heights at the i

prime p of the

sequence of elements x, pxf...,p x,... • The Ulm matrix
plays a prominent role in the structure of countable mixed
groups G with G/tG of rank one (see § 104 of tlj). The basic fact we require here is that such a group G will split
if and only if it contains an element x of infinite order .
such that U Q ( X ) satisfie3 the following three conditions;
(1)

Almo3t all rows of U Q ( X ) are free,of gaps.

(2)

No row of U Q ( X ) has infinitely many gaps.

(3)

If a row of U Q ( X ) contains a nonfinite entry, then

it contains an
Saying that the sequence ( 06 , oC-, ,..., ac ,...) has a
gap at oGn means that

oC

Ii+i

7

*'

oC

+
n

!• Actually the countabi-

lity assumption on G can be dropped as we shall see in 2.1
below. Let us call the Ulm matrix U Q (x) tame if it satiafie3
conditions (1),(2) and (3) above. It is easily seen that an
element of finite order has a tame Ulm matrix and that if x
and y are elements of infinite order such that nx = my for
nonzero integers n and m, then U Q ( X ) is tame if and only if
U Q (y) is tame.
Proposition 2.1.

Let G be a mixed abelian group with

G/tG of rank one. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

G splits.
tG is a balanced subgroup of G.
Each element of G has a tame Ulm matrix.
There exists some x € G of infinite order such

that ^ Q ( X ) = ^ G / t Q C x + t G ) .
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(v)

There exists some x e G of infinite order such that

M x) ~^G/tG (x+tG) *
Proof.

The serie3 of implications (i) «-=*-> (ii) =-=-» (iv)-==>

*»-> (v) is obvious. To show that (v) implies (iii) it suffices to show that the element x of infinite order with
%Q(X) *S ^Q/+Q(x+tG) necessarily has a tame matrix. Since
G/tGis torsi on-free, we have for all primea p 1IQ(X) + i .--.
-feh|(p1x)^h§/tG(p1x+tG) = n Q/ t ( £ + tG) + i. By (v) we must
therefore have for almost all p the equality h^(pxx) *
= h^(x) + i for all i, that is, U^(x) satiafie3 conditioB
(1) for tamene33. Condition (3) for the tameness of U Q ( X )
follows from our definition of ^
infinite entries in $Q/+Q^ x + t G )

and the fact that the only
are

*-> ©inct G/tG is tor-

sion free. Suppose finally that U Q ( X ) fails to satisfy condition (2), that is, there is some prime p such that corresponding row of U Q ( X ) has infinitely many gaps. .Let n *
= h§/ tQ (x+tG) and choose k euch that h^(p x>> k+n. Thin contradicts the fact that hg(p k x)^ hg/ tQ (p k x+tG) * k +
+ h|/ tQ (x+tG) = k + n.
As noted above (iii) implies (i) when G is countable. Assume (iii) and choose an element x c G having infinite order '
with tame Ulm matrix U«(x). By replacing x by a multiple of
itaelf, we may aasume that the only infinite entries im B Q ( X )
are of the form a© • Therefore by Theorem 2 in T 51 ther* is
a countable group E containing an element y such that ^Ufc) ss
- U Q ( X ) and such that the Ulm invariants of H are dominated
by those of G. Then by 104.2 in £13 and a standard argument,
there exiat3 a height preserving monomorphiam of H into G
mapping y to x. In other words we may as9ume that H is a
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pure subgroup of G containing x with Uj|(x) « U Q (x). But then
G £ H + tG because G/tG is a rank one group. Since H is countable, (iii) yields a direct decomposition H = t H 0 A , from
which it immediately follows that G =- tG$> A.
-the real utility of Proposition 2.1 seems to lie not so
much in the weakening of condition (ii) to condition (v), but
rather in the replacement of (ii) by the quite different sort
of condition (iii). The significance of this being that U Q (x)
is computed within G and one no longer needs to compare elements in G/tG with corresponding elements in G. In this spirit, we state
Corollary 2.2.

The group G has a balanced maximal tor-

sion subgroup tG if and only if the Ulm matrix of each element of G is tame.
Proof.

Consider any nonzero element x + tG of G/tG. Then

there is a unique pure subgroup A of G such that A/tG is a
rank one subgroup of G/tG containing x+tG. Moreover, all
heights computed in A are the same as when computed in G since G/A is torsion-free. We then need only observe that
<G/tG(x+tG) = ^A/tG(x+tG)»
for any a e x + tG.

U

G(x)

= U

A(x)

and

^G(a)

=

^A(a)

Another easy consequence of 2.1 is
Corollary 2.3.

-frie mixed group G has a balanced maximal

torsion subgroup if and only if each subgroup A with A/tG of
rank one necessarily splits.
Proposition 2.4. If G/U is bounded, then tG is balanced
in G if and only if tH is balanced in H.
Proof.

We need only consider the special case wher»
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p G £ H for some prime p. How let z be any element of H. If
z = ny for some y e G and (n,p) = 1, then y c H and consequently h^(z) = hg|(z) for all primes q # - p . The condition p G £ K implies that p^G = p ^ and therefore h^(z) « h£(--) if either
is infinite. On the other hand, if h5(z) is finite we must
have h£(z)£ h5(z) -hE(z) + 1. These observations lead readily
to the conclusion that for all x c H

U^-(x) is tame if and on-

ly if tlg(x) is tame..
Recall that groups G and H are said to be quasi-isomorphic if there exiat subgroups A and'B of G and H respectively such that A ^ B and both G/A and H/B are bounded. In particular, if G/H is bound then G and H are quasi-isomorphic.
Corollary 2.5. If G and H are quaai-isomorphic, then tG
is balanced in G if and only if tH is balanced in H.
Corollary 2.6. If G is quasi-isomorphic to a separable
group and if G/tG is separable, then G is separable.
Proof.

The hypothesis implies that G contains a sepa-

rable subgroup H with G/H bounded. Then tG is balanced in G
by 1.4 and 2.4 and moreover tG/tH is bounded. This latter condition implies that.the torsion group tG is also separable
since we have p (tG) = pCl>(tK) for all primes p. We need only
1.4 again.
A group G is said to be quasi-splitting if it is quasiisomorphic to a group which splits.
Corollary 2.7. If G is quasi-splitting, then tG is balanced in G.

In L71, C. Walker c a l l s a coset x + H regular in^G/H pro-
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video* for each rank one aubgroup A/H of G/H which contains
x+H there is an a e x+H having the same order as x such that
^ ( x ) = ^A/H^ x + H ^ #

If

every coset in G/H i3 regular, she

calls H a regular subgroup of G. In case G/H is torsion-free,
H is a regular subgroup of G if and only if each coset x+H
contains an element a for which ^@(a) = ^ Q >w(x+H). In particular, tG is a regular subgroup of G if and only if it is
balanced in our terminology. Furthermore it is shown in L71
that the short exact sequence A > — > G — » C with 06A a regular
subgroup of G form a proper class and hence generate a relative homological algebra. Thus the sub9et of Ext(C,A) determined by the3e regular extensions form a subgroup which we
shall denote as Bext(C,A). Walker shows that the projectives
for this relative homological algebra are just the completely decomposable groups, that is, Bext(C,A) = 0 for all A if
and only if C is completely decomposable. The remainder of
this paper is devoted to observations concerning the group
Bext(F,T) when T is torsion and F is toraion-free, that is,
to the group of extensions T > ~ > G —-5»>F with tG-^T balanced
in G.
Proposition 2.8.

Bext(F,T) is a subgroup of Ext(F,T)

which contains the maximal torsion subgroup tExt(F,T).
Proof.

As established in C6J, tExt(F,T) consists of

equivalence classes of extensions T >-> G—.>>F which are quasi-splitting and hence we need only apply 2.7.
Proposition 2.9.

Bext(F,T) = Ext(F,T) for all torsion

groups T if and only if F is homogeneous of type
(0,0,...,0,...).
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Proof.

If t is not homogeneous of type (0,0,. ..,0,...),

then it contains a rank one pure subgroup C which is not cyclic. Therefore by C51, there is a mixed group G such that
G/tGfl-C and G does not split. Hence tG is not balanced in G
and tG>->-G—»C represents an element of Ext(C,tG) which is
not in Be.rt(C,tG). Now the canonical epimorphism Ext(F,tG)—->
~> Ext(C,tG) makes Bext(F,tG) into Bext(C,tG)4*Ext(C,tG)
and thus we cannot have Ext(F,tG) equal to Bext(F,tG). Contversely, if F is homogeneous of type (0,0,...,0,...), then
given any group G with G/tG^F, each rank one subgroup A/tG
is free and therefore A splits. Thus tG is balanced in G by
2.3.
Corollary 2.10.

Let F be a separable torsion-free gpoup.

Then Ext(F,T) =- Bext(F,T) for all separable torsion groups T
if and only if F is 4^-free.
It is natural to look at the analog of Baer's problem
[31 in the present context. Thus we ask whether F is necessarily completely decomposable if Bext(F,T) = 0 for all torsion
groups T. The answer is negative. Call a torsion-free group
F almost completely decomposable if it contains a completely
decomposable subgroup C such that F/C is bounded. From constructions in §88 of til it follows that there exist indecomposable, almost completely decomposable groups of any rank
not exceeding 2*o •
Proposition 2,1.1,«_ If F is countable and almost completely decomposable, then Bext(F,T) = 0 for all torsion groups
T.
Proof.

Suppose G/tG»F and tG is balanced in G. If C
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is completely decomposable and F/C is bounded, then G contains a subgroup H such that H/tG-*C and Q/B is bounded. But
then tH -= tG is balanced in E by 2.3 and therefore H splits,
that is, G is quasi-splitting. Thus we see that Bext(F,T) =
= tExt(F,t) whenever F is almost completely decomposable.
But on the other hand, Ext(F,T) is torsion-free whenever F
is a countable torsion-free group and T is torsion (see
102.3 in m ) .
A related question, howeverx remains unanswered. If F
is a separable torsion-free group with Bext(F,T) = 0 for all
separable torsion groups T, is F completely decomposable?
It is apparently unknown whether a separable, almost completely decomposable group is necessarily completely decomposable.
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